SOLUTION BRIEF

The Cloud Enables LargeScale Digital Transformation
in Telecom
Seamlessly support customers
and cloud operations

The reality of the cloud and telecom combo
Unlike the legacy telecom industry, modern industry
leaders have moved or are moving significant parts of
their infrastructure to the cloud. The coupling of the cloud
and telecom technologies is reflected in the investment
priorities of the industry in 2021.

Investments in the cloud and digital
transformation are top priorities for

of
%
42 companies,

followed by security with 36%.
Only 5G bested
the cloud with
ratings.1

64%

Facing the challenges of telecom
digital transformation
Telecom operators are grappling with the potential impact of edge computing on digital transformation.
48% of companies feel that the edge will have the most significant impact on telecom operators. About 76%
of telecom companies will either increase their digital transformation investments or keep it at last year’s levels.2
Digital transformation and cloud operations present challenges to telecom operators:

Costly cyberattacks

Legacy approaches

24% of telecom companies feel that cloud
applications and infrastructure are the most
difficult to protect against cyber-attacks.2

While enterprises are flocking to the cloud SaaS
delivery model, 30% of telecom companies
choose not to drive customers to self-care on
their apps actively.3

Shortage of security
and IT talent
The scarcity of skilled employees is likely to continue
and get more acute as software development job
postings rose by 19% in August 2021.4

Inadequate cloud security
About 27% of telecom companies say that they
use security offered by the public cloud provider,
while 24% are using security from a third-party
managed security service provider.5
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Prepare for the ongoing growth in the cloud
The telecom cloud market is expected to snowball in value to $74.4B in 2026.6 Telecom companies can harness
the power of the cloud to offer new and enhanced services that deliver business benefits in many areas:

Faster time to market

Scalable business growth
A telecom company moved more than 80
microservices and consolidated six applications
serving customers in several countries into one
application. The cloud afforded the company
the ability to expand its business and services
quickly and efficiently.7

Resilience and faster recovery
Deploying telecom apps in cloud regions with
multiple availability zones ensures business
resilience with five-nines availability and
immediate failover for business continuity.

By adopting DevOps and microservices as part
of its digital transformation, a telecom services
company quickly developed and released
new features and changes through the CI/CD
process with automated deployment.

Superior visibility and control
Cloud adoption enables telecom providers with
better visibility, management and reporting
on the health of the environment and apps. A
telecom company used cloud automation to
produce reports in real-time without the 3-4
hours of delay of previous systems.8

Lower overhead and operating costs
Utilizing cloud-based AI/ML capabilities, a
telecom company used AI/ML to optimize
workflows, removed reporting delays and
reduced the support team overhead by half.9

Taos’ winning team can get you there
Give your cloud transformation and modernization a boost by working with an experienced business partner to
help you achieve your telecom growth goals without the risks. The Taos team will meet you where you are in your
journey and design a unique route for you that optimizes your resources and operations. When working with Taos,
you are always in charge and have choices ranging from advisory services, professional services to fully managed
IT and security services.

Close the critical skillset
gap by partnering with
Taos cloud migration,
DevOps and modernization
experts who help 4000+
customers like you quickly
and safely transform
their business.

Taos’ 600+
experts can
work with you to
provide advisory
services to
assess where you
need to head.

Our experts can dive in and
help you build and implement
professional cloud services
tailored to telecom organizations
and offer environments that can
run mission-critical business
apps, provide higher observability,
control and fault tolerance.

Explore the
now with Taos
DevOps Now
and other
offerings.

After successful
transformation, Taos
can also manage and
optimize your cloud
environment, reducing
your IT overhead and
operating costs.

Next steps
Start your business transformation today. Learn more about Taos cloud modernization and digital transformation.
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